
REMARKS

A

- Wet berth
- Fresh water usage
- Power usage for lighting
- Usage of sanitary facilities
- Parking place for one car per vessel
- Vessel insurance (only in port)
- For vessels wider than normal (catamarans and similar) there is a price increase of 

100%
- All prices are determined according to length across everything, including bow 

accessories, stern platforms, tender holders, etc. Bunarina port may check length and 
breadth

- All vessel users must have valid insurance against damages to other vessels
- For vessels over 25 m, prices are negotiable
- Usage of the berth for less than 1 year but at least for 6 months is paid proportionally 

according to the valid price list with a surcharge of 10%
- For chartered vessels and rental with or without crew and the service of 

accommodation of guests on the vessel, there is a surcharge of 10% on the cost of the 
berth

- Regular nautical berth users are granted a 10% discount on 12 months advance cash 
payments

- For vessels moved on land due to debts, the cost of the daily dry berth is increased by 
100%

- Charge for the berth starts on the day of the acceptance of reservation

B

- Wet berth
- For vessels moved on land due to debts, the cost of the daily dry berth (code 2034) is 

increased by 100%

D

- Room on shore intended for net repairs
- Space on shore
- Free use of slipways and keel blocks
- After completion of works the used space must be cleaned. If not, the service will be 

charged according to the price list (code 2038)
- Use of paint compressors on shore in the port is STRICTLY forbidden



E

- Space on shore
- Free use of slipways and keel blocks
- After completion of works the used space must be cleaned. If not, the service will be 

charged according to the price list (code 2038)
- Use of paint compressors on shore in the port is STRICTLY forbidden
- For the contracted users of nautical berths, stay on shore is free for the first three days 

once a year.

F and G

- Single use of the crane with suitable equipment
- Lifting and lowering in the same day – 25% discount on the total lifting price
- Vessel on gantry for 30 minutes max. – 1 operation
- Water and power

H

- Space in water
- Use of sanitary facilities
- Use of drinking water
- Use of power for lighting
- The wet berth is not strictly determined but can be changed

I

- Space in water
- Use of sanitary facilities
- Use of drinking water
- Use of power for lighting
- The wet berth is not strictly determined but can be changed
- Monthly wet berth services are not provided in July and August

J

- Space on shore from Oct 1 – March 31
- Lifting and lowering of vessels (one time)
- Underwater machine cleaning
- Winter stay services with treatment of hull under the waterline (including sanding and 

anti-osmotic treatment) REQUIRE COMPLETE VESSEL PROTECTION in keeping 
with the directions of the Bunarina Port workers.

2009

- Relative to nautical berths users, 20% of the annual berth rental cost

2011

- Hand cleaning of shells is not included in the price of underwater cleaning but is 
calculated separately by the hour



2022

- The fee is relative to the usage of shore for the lifting of vessels with private cranes

2031

- The price of work hours on Sunday and holidays is 100% higher
- Overtime work is increased by 50%

2048

- Place on shore from Nov 1 – March 31
- Lifting and lowering of vessels (one time)
- Underwater machine cleaning
- The services of wintering for the users of communal berths are determined by the 

written consent of the sports association located in Bunarina to which the user of the 
berth is affiliated. Each of the three associations dispose of one wintering max.

2132

- 50% of the nautical berth price

2062

- The fee is charged for each open work order or wintering




